Prelude
In the late 1980s, when the classification of her papers at the archives of the University of Applied Arts in Vienna was under way, Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, then more than eighty years old, was asked to comment on the collection that would encompass her life's design work. With a blue pen she overwrote previous descriptions, corrected dates, and added names and places. On the back of one document she remarked, 'Who wrote this nonsense?' 1 Drawing additional sketches and tracing over photocopies, she prepared supplementary records and notes. Once completed, her annotations left a secondary personal trace in the archive.
It was this supplemental material that caught my attention when I visited the collection in 2012. In particular, two sets of documents depicting kitchens held extensive remarks by Schütte-Lihotzky. In the first set she had scribbled over two rough photocopies of canonical views of the Frankfurt Kitchen, which showed its 'stove complex' and 'wet complex', and outlined each of its architectural elements (Figures 1, 2) . On the back of a second set of images, a series of photographs of another kitchen, Schütte-Lihotzky had written extensive additional descriptions and added a sketch of the space and the position of its individual appliances. The effort was striking. Had not the first set, the photocopies of the Frankfurt Kitchen, been published prolifically in much better quality, and were its elements not captured in lists and famous timemotion diagrams? And why had Schütte-Lihotzky added so much information to the second set of images, which depicted a little-known project? Puzzled by the detail and attention Schütte-Lihotzky had paid to explaining these kitchens long after she had designed them, I started to wonder if there was a deeper relationship between them and whether the individual histories of their appliances had been overlooked in the historiography because of Schütte-Lihotzky's greater achievements in standardization and rationalization.
Early in the 1920s, the young Margarete Lihotzky had already begun to rationalize her designs:
2 'The standardized kitchen arrangement', she wrote, 'is built on scientific principles based on the new working methods of rational housekeeping; we shall build small kitchens not only to save space and money, but most of all to save time' (Lihotzky 1922: 1) . The year was however not 1926, as a reader familiar with her work might assume, but 1922, and the place was not Frankfurt but Vienna. The kitchen she was describing was thus not her Frankfurt Kitchen, but the other less famous kitchen, depicted on the second set of papers in the archive that had drawn my attention. Lihotzky had developed it for a self-help building movement.
In Frankfurt, Schütte-Lihotzky would advance her kitchen designs in similar terms, but there they would be implemented on a large scale. Standardized and prefabricated, from 1925 to 1930 Frankfurt Kitchens became the core of 10,000 German households in the extensive undertaking to develop affordable housing, under the direction of the architect and city planner Ernst May. 3 Schütte-Lihotzky's Kitchen was featured in May's magazine Das Neue Frankfurt (The New Frankfurt), where many of Europe's celebrated proponents of modern architecture showcased their latest works. 4 Covering a wide variety of topics, from performing and fine arts to construction, Das Neue Frankfurt featured drawings, photographs, and collages, but also vast illustrated advertisements by large German corporations. Supported by the municipality and industry, the magazine soon became one of the premier avant-garde magazines in Weimar Germany and in Europe generally. In the spring of 1930, the Frankfurt Kitchen was published in the celebratory double issue, 'Fünf Jahre Neues Bauen in Frankfurt am Main' (Five Years of New Building at Frankfurt), of Das Neue Frankfurt, amongst presentations of settlements, communal facilities, and regional plans. The double issue gave an overview of past architectural achievements made under Ernst May, but it was also a forecast. Published approximately half a year prior to Ernst May's departure to the Soviet Union, it summarized what would be taken to the next level in the near future (May and Wichert 1930) . With his 'Brigade May' -a professional workforce of architects that included Schütte-Lihotzky, her husband Wilhelm Schütte, Mart Stam, and Hans Schmidt, all of whom worked with May in Frankfurt -Ernst May would realize 'Neues Bauen' (New Building) on an even larger scale. With the ambition to communicate to a wide, multinational audience, the inclusion of a description of Schütte-Lihotzky's Kitchen in the double issue under the rubric 'Frankfurter Typen' (Frankfurt Types), cemented it as a core accomplishment of 'New Frankfurt' and 'New Building' at large.
Since then, and in the historiography of modern architecture, Schütte-Lihotzky has been praised for the Frankfurt Kitchen's motion studies tracing bodily movement in the workspace. She is also known for having introduced industrial advancements in scientific management to the domestic realm through standardization and prefabrication. The rational plan of the Frankfurt Kitchen, it was long assumed, benefitted working-class people, and especially working-class women in their everyday environments. 5 In the past decade, the Frankfurt Kitchen has enjoyed frequent discussion in the field of architectural history, with a renewed interest in the role female architects have played in the modern movement, which has yielded a volume of exhibitions and publications. Scholars of social history, the history of technology, and gender studies have provided novel interpretations of the Frankfurt Kitchen as well. The social historian Martina Hessler, for example, discussed users' appropriation of the Frankfurt Kitchen and their resistance to it in Ruth Oldenziel and Karin Zachmann's seminal Cold War Kitchen (2009) . Analyzing the role women's associations have played in the creation of 'rational kitchens' in design history, Lore Kramer (1986) traced predecessors of the Frankfurt Kitchen. In the field of architectural history, Susan Henderson (1996) rooted the legacy of the Frankfurt Kitchen in the context of political, scientific, and feminist organizations and their debates in Weimar Germany. To varying degrees these works all investigate the institutional environment in which the Frankfurt Kitchen emerged and show that it enjoyed a long gendered history assessing its relationship to associations and institutions. These scholars also demonstrate that while Schütte-Lihotzky certainly deserves this renewed attention as one of the female pioneers in the history of modern architecture, her achievements were not those of a single author but were based on the participation and input of many women and girls and their professional organizations. My main concern in this paper revolves around similar issues: the modern kitchen's design and production, its evolution (in three different phases), and the design input by its architects and users. The three places and periods in which I discuss the modern kitchen are Viennese allotment gardens (1914) (1915) (1916) (1917) (1918) , Viennese settlements (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) (1924) (1925) , and Garden Cities in Frankfurt (1925 Frankfurt ( -1930 .
6 These periods not only saw increasing industrialization in the realm of building and construction but also the mediation and institutionalization of modern architecture on an unprecedented scale. How mass-mediation in the form of magazines, exhibitions, and organizations through large cooperatives and governmental entities gradually came to aid the modern kitchen's proliferation is outlined by embedding it in these three phases. The primary focus of this paper, however, will be the second phase in Vienna, from 1918 to 1925, with a discussion of those settlements in which inhabitant-builders, and notably, architects, drew on everyday tools and practices, tailored to severe postwar austerity measures, to create the modern kitchen. In this manner, settlements became consciously constructed 'slow' enviro-technical landscapes that resisted common early 20th-century progress-narratives and resulted in an alternative, modern, vernacular architecture. This vernacular architecture was not antithetical to the processes of designing modern cities, buildings, and domestic interiors, as the paper will show, but often the very basis of it (Urban 2013).
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To make these details visible, I match a largely structural reading with intricate spatial analyses, situating the kitchen in its specific economic, cultural, and institutional environment, while at the same time charting it architecturally in close-up, not unlike a micro-history. 8 While a detailed architectural reading shows that the state of emergency allowed the needs of multiple users to find their way into the plan, a broader, structural analysis of the kitchen reveals that an immediate response to crisis embodied the possibility, if only for a moment, to envision the production of domestic architecture largely independent of prevailing bourgeois thought.
I stress this point because the prominent architectural historian Manfredo Tafuri dismissed settlements as a radical housing typology in his seminal discussion on Viennese housing politics, Vienna Rossa (Tafuri et al. 1980). 9 Confined to the first half of the 1920s and superseded by the larger communal housing projects, Tafuri claimed that settlements' architecture emerged in an unorganized manner, and that inhabitants of its single-family homes stemmed largely from the petty bourgeoisie (26). 10 In this paper, I question these claims, arguing that settlements based on cooperation and communal economy stemmed from a wholly different mode of conceiving and producing architecture which represented a counter model to Vienna's larger building programs of the 1920s.
11 Due to the fact that they alleviated severe housing and food crises, settlements also stood as a counter example to the housing programs in Frankfurt where designers, despite their best intentions, became complicit in enforcing the very mechanisms they were trying to combat. They used the logic of capital to resist capital.
Lastly, and from a methodological standpoint, I have tried to bridge what I perceive as a schism in the discipline of architectural history that produces two distinct types of scholarship. The first examines designs, architects, and their intellectual environments, while the second investigates the appropriation of designs by consumers and users within the larger field of material culture. In this essay, I have insisted on the overlap of these histories, drawing out their convergence and intertwining; in the realm of modern architecture, Schütte-Lihotzky's work, which was a critical response to larger pressures of its time, stands as a case in point for this overlap. Therefore, when I turn to Schütte-Lihotzky, it is not to contribute yet another piece to an already voluminous scholarship on her legacy in the realm of the kitchen, but rather to investigate the greater context in which the kitchen emerged. Schütte-Lihotzky's overriding comments in the archives stand at the beginning of this research that questions if and how the development of the modern kitchen and each of its design elements were shaped by users, designers, and builders in a specific historic moment of scarcity and crisis. It remains an architectural irony that the flexible kitchen turned into a static entity the moment its adaptable appliances were perfected.
The 'Hay Box', in Allotment and War-Produce Gardens, 1914-1918
In Vienna, mobilization for World War I in July of 1914 happened overnight and it required all available resources immediately. For the first few days, it was thought that war could be averted altogether. When it began, it was hoped that it would be over in a matter of months. A plan for a long-term military engagement was not in place and neither was one for its tactical beginning. In fact, mobilization was so rapid and so chaotic that, according to State Secretary of Alimentation Hans Loewenfeld-Russ, it changed the physiognomy of city within only a few days.
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'Although thousands are still in the streets', LoewenfeldRuss wrote on August 1, 1914, 'it is quiet, as if everybody spoke silently ' (Loewenfeld-Russ and Ackerl 1986: 12) . All available cars, wagons, and horses had been sent to the front and the trucks of private companies and factories carried military items exclusively. Early in August, the municipal rail service was discontinued for civilian use, as was the national railway system (13). Soon reports on deficits began to proliferate. Sugar and flour were limited, and then gasoline (14). 'We lack coal, raw materials, train wagons, workers, currency -and that only a few weeks after the outbreak of the war! In my opinion this is however not a real shortage, but only a hold-up caused by mobilization which absorbs everything', Loewenfeld-Russ wrote in the middle of August (20) .
He was right. Scarcity in Austria was not predominantly caused by an actual lack of resources but by a dysfunctional distribution system. Yet throughout the war, the gaps in this system could not be filled, and in Vienna, this meant dramatic shortages, which were most severely felt when it came to foodstuffs. Over the course of the next four years, the municipality, the federal state, and the empire established countless decrees, programs, and institutions to combat food shortages. In addition, war rationing cards for basic staples were issued by LoewenfeldRuss's office; only a few months into the war, in April of 1915, those foodstuffs included flour and bread, and later in the year, sugar, milk, coffee, and lard. In 1916, rationing cards for potatoes and marmalade were given out, and cards for meat followed in 1918 (Healy 2004: 43-44 ). Yet nationalist rhetoric would not allow poor distribution to be blamed. At fault was the enemy, the British, who sought to starve the civilian population. In a rubric entitled 'Küchengespräch im Salon' (Kitchen Conversation in the Parlor) one Viennese argued, on June 20, 1915, in Neue Freie Presse (New Free Press) , that to keep cooking was a task of a higher order. It was women's response to defy the hunger war being waged upon the population. 'Our domestic stove is not only threatened by the violence of weapons', the same Viennese stated, 'it is threatened by cooling down, since there is no purpose in heating it for empty pots and pans' (17).
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Amongst immediate solutions to keep pots and pans at least half full were subsidies to build and maintain allotment garden colonies in the city, which allowed people to plant their own vegetables in the urban environment. A few allotment garden clubs in Vienna had already existed before the outbreak of the war (less than 2,000 plots altogether), but, largely operated by members of the Viennese bourgeoisie, they were predominantly driven by concerns for health in the metropolis and maintaining a balanced, nutritious diet. The war shifted these concerns to counting calories with charts and statistics in order to survive.
The food crisis also dramatically increased the size, extent, and number of allotment garden colonies in the city. In addition, the tasks of handling subsidies, leases, and insurances brought about a change in the administrative structure of allotment gardeners' representation and led to the creation of an overarching cooperative organization. A loose group of allotment gardens had existed since 1914, but in the summer of 1916, thirteen allotment garden clubs founded the Verband der Schrebergärten-vereine (Association of Allotment Gardens), which actively promoted the lease of new properties and the planned distribution of garden plots in consultation with the city. 14 Membership rose accordingly, changing the class composition of the allotment garden, which had formerly consisted of homogenous groups of the well-to-do and now welcomed people from all strata of society.
A special factor in driving these changes was the Kriegsgemüsegarten (war produce garden), which provided minimal alleviation of hunger. It was smaller and cheaper than the allotment garden and did not include a hut. Throughout the war, war produce gardens grew steadily in number, because they were the most direct response to the problem of food shortage. By 1918, 10,000 war produce gardens supplemented an estimated 6,000 parcels of allotment gardens in Vienna (in 1920 there were 25,000 parcels combined) (Wohatschek et al. 2001: 21-22) . But this was still not enough. The Viennese population was starving.
In this condition of scarcity, magazines and newspapers were full of strategies and devices for surviving the war with limited resources. In fact, ' endurance' and 'willingness to sacrifice' were commonly heard expressions at the 'home front' in Vienna, and getting by with less was advertised as a necessary civilian contribution to the war. For allotment gardeners and war produce gardeners, who were in many cases a little better off than the average citizen, this meant testing productive techniques and making use of available materials in the garden and around their sheds.
Discussions on horticulture, harvesting and food conservation to advance everyday life in the garden had long been at the heart of allotment gardeners' national and international meetings, but local responses to immediate pressures were increasingly important as the war progressed. As early as June of 1915, under the headline 'Kriegsernährung' (Wartime Alimentation), allotment gardeners had published novel cooking techniques and strategies for living through the state of emergency in their new monthly periodical Mitteilungen des Vereins 'Schrebergärten' (Notices of the Club 'Allotment Garden').
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The topics had been presented in lectures at a recent general assembly. In addition to a report on the canning and pickling of produce, living with scarce resources was best captured in a lecture on the proper use of the Kochkiste (hay box). With some initial heat, this device made it possible for food in a pot to cook itself over time through insulation.
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In February of 1916, an article entitled 'Der Kochbeutel' (The Cooking Pouch), in the nationalist newspaper Reichspost, also stressed the advantages of using hay boxes and their more flexible, portable equivalents, cooking pouches. They were crucial for those who had no time to dedicate themselves to food preparations, such as petty bourgeois housewives who, since the outbreak of World War I, increasingly had to get by without the help of a maid. 17 The use of a hay box, the article said, was also expected to be of even greater advantage for Vienna's poorest, the Bettgeher, who, due to grave housing shortages, shared tenement apartments with other people and were forced to sleep in beds in shifts. Since many of the Bettgeher did not even own proper stoves on which to cook their meager meals and instead utilized simple spirit burners, the hay box enabled them to save fuel, which had become a most 'precious liquid'.
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Such problems concerned allotment gardeners as well, who had to carry water and fuel from shops and wells to their gardens. The construction of the hay box as well was consistent with common practices in the allotment garden where bee-keeping devices, barns, and even garden huts, which were used as temporary dwellings, were constructed through self-help with simple discarded objects. Adding a hay box to a 'kitchen' in a shed, which usually consisted of simple countertops and basic spirit burners, meant great technological improvements. 19 Between 1910 and 1920, numerous construction manuals for the efficient assembly of the hay box appeared. Some of them were included in cookbooks that explained the advan-tages of using the hay box to prepare food. The authors of the cookbooks themselves argued that even in times of austerity the core stock of the Austrian cuisine could be maintained, and, through simple ingredients, dishes of vegetables and meats, even cakes, could be enjoyed with the help of the hay box. One recipe in Grabnerhof-Cookbook, for example, described how a cake could be prepared solely with nuts, pole beans, eggs, baking powder, and a little jam. If there were no nuts available, the cake could be baked with grated apricot stones, the cookbook suggested. Whereas cookbooks from the pre-war Austro-Hungarian Empire published sophisticated and time-consuming recipes that required countless ingredients for meats and cakes, the wartime recipes for the hay box, reduced to the absolute minimum, were a reminder that an era had come to an end. In fact, cookbooks were life advisors, which sought to ensure the supply of meals with the most ordinary foodstuffs. Written by women for women who faced wartime scarcities everyday, they addressed realities head-on. A brochure produced by economists and others experts on wartime nourishment, on the other hand, avoided these realities, and instead promoted the meals prepared with the hay box as 'tasty, easy to digest and therefore more healthy' (Joachim 1915: 48) . Such a claim was clearly an extenuation, given the horrific conditions of the starving population.
Similarly to cookbooks, construction manuals illustrated in detail and with urgency how hay boxes could be constructed from simple wooden boxes, rumpled newspapers, kindling, or sawdust for insulation, which every allotment gardener would have found at home or in the community (Figure 3) . The crucial feature of the hay box, which was advertised in the allotment gardeners' periodical, was the modest requirements of resources for the production and consumption of a meal. Not only was the hay box easy to build with leftover materials and easy to use with a limited food supply, but it also encouraged long-lasting savings in petrol and firewood, and even dishes and utensils (Joachim 1915: 48) .
22 Allotment gardeners were not legally permitted to inhabit their sheds year round, though as the war progressed many did so anyway, maintaining their provisional domestic architecture while altering it with clever technological tricks and kinks. The hay box thus embodied not only the spirit of common wartime endurance, but that of the allotment garden as well.
For all of these reasons, Mitteilungen's editors concluded, it was incomprehensible why so few members of the allotment garden communities had attended the lecture on the hay box and the pickling and canning of produce at the general assembly. The absence of women, whom the recent lecture had specifically targeted, was bemoaned, and, in closing, the text recommended that ' especially in these hard times', members of the allotment gardens 'pay much more attention to such talks and to the hay box in particular, since a good housewife can never learn enough'. 23 Entrenched in a rhetoric of austerity, Mitteilungen and the conservative Reichspost also argued that in culinary and domestic matters, as in so many other fields, war had acted as a true inventor. It had tested the hay box in the battlefield, where it provided sustenance for wounded soldiers. 24 Now it was up to women to test war's advancements on the home front, and to bring it into the domestic realm.
In reality, of course, scarcity was war-induced, and what was propagated as a virtue -living with minimal resources -had become an absolute necessity as people struggled to survive. As resources in the city dwindled, life in the garden grew harsher as well. Already in July of 1915, Mitteilungen reported that food shortages in the Austro-Hungarian armies were so severe that the Provisions Division requested eight hundred rabbits from allotment gardeners to feed their troops. 25 Only a month later, in August, Mitteilungen promoted rabbits, in a section entitled 'Einige Worte über Stallungen' (Some Words on Barns), as 'their children's best friends'. While showing designs for housing these animals, and capitalizing on children's interest in caring for them, the advertising took a grim twist because the good maintenance of animals became maximization of business for war, and the former beloved pet, once a member of the family, a commodity. 'Therefore we, who do not fight in the battlefield, want to maintain a place among the soldiers as well, by breeding as many rabbits and chickens as possible and by taking any possibility of success away from the hungerwar being waged [by the British]', one allotment gardener declared in Mitteilungen, mirroring the general Viennese call for ' cooking to endure'. 26 The rhetoric of austerity expanded from produce and dairy products to include the bodies of animals.
But despite all battle cries on the home front, despite laws, decrees, and philanthropic programs, nothing helped. Towards the end of World War I, exhausted and deprived of proper nourishment, the population was depleted and the lack of bodies at the actual front grew severe. In Vienna, food shortages were still critical. They forced people into the municipal parks where they informally started to plant produce and raise livestock to sustain the elderly and the children. When these spaces reached capacity, people moved to the outskirts and began squatting on fallow land. This was how 40,000 Viennese became 'settlers'. 'Live-in Kitchen' and 'Cooking-Niche' in Austrian Settlements, 1918-1925. The aftermath of World War I was characterized by drastic political change. On November 11, 1918, the Habsburg monarchy, which had existed for more than six hundred years, finally collapsed, and Austria was proclaimed a republic. In May 1919, all women and men in Austria were given the right to vote, and in the election for the city parliament in Vienna the Social-Democrat, Jakob Reumann, won the mayoral election with an absolute majority of 54.2 percent. In 1920, Vienna gained independence from rural Lower Austria and became its own federal state. With this independence, for the first time the city was able to enforce its own tax jurisdiction. This resulted in the creation of a high luxury and housing tax that specifically targeted the bourgeoisie. Between 1920 and 1934 these taxes enabled progressive social, educational, and health reforms and the vast construction of large communal dwellings called Höfe (approximately 60,000 apartments for roughly 200,000 people) as well as public infrastructure such as parks and public baths. Combined, these undertakings formed the core of what came to be known as 'Red Vienna'.
Yet in the months following the end of the war, despite all efforts, food and housing shortages were still severe. In the winters of 1918-19 and 1919-20 , the Viennese population was starving again (Loewenfeld-Russ and Ackerl 1986: vii). The construction of tenements had almost come to a complete halt during the war, and with thousands returning from the front, housing was at a historic low as well. Thus, in the young Republic, immediate solutions to remedy food and housing shortages were sought that drew on individual initiative, because the municipality was unable to act instantaneously and the expansive Social-Democratic programs took time to implement.
Throughout the years of World War I allotment gardeners had been increasingly self-reliant, planting produce and breeding small animals, and their thorough organization had been successful in maintaining relative order in the city. Even in times of tumult, allotment gardeners' association -controlled on the club, district, municipal and national levels -had negotiated contracts with the city, advertised open plots, and planned new colonies, from systems of circulation and infrastructure down to clubhouses and sometimes even individual huts. Squatting settlers, in contrast, who had obtained their properties illegally and relied completely on their own resources, building with makeshift materials, were an annoyance to the owners of large estates. A form of representation largely based on self-help, but in accordance with the municipality, was therefore seen as a model to coordinate permanent housing for settlers as well while continuing to plant produce.
Unofficial squatter settlements had sprung up all around the city's periphery and lacked concentration. Originating in various economic and social backgrounds, settler communities consisted of returning soldiers, workers, widows, impoverished bureaucrats, and even former aristocrats. This diversity was therefore an obstacle in organizing settlers, compounded by the dispersal of their groups, especially when organizers aspired to create a common consciousness among members. While allotment gardeners had made a point of excluding questions of religion and class from daily business in the gardens, settlers' growing associations lent themselves to organization along the lines of cooperation heavily theorized by Austro-Marxists at the time. This was also welcomed by the elected Social-Democratic government, which in the immediate aftermath of the war encouraged cooperative forms of self-governance. Over the next five years, 100,000 people who lived in shacks formed 230 settlement clubs with 40,000 official members (Blau 1999: 90) . In 1921, together with allotment gardeners, they united under the umbrella organization Österreichischer Verband für Siedlungs-und Kleingartenwesen (Austrian Settlement and Allotment Garden Association). The left-wing economist Otto Neurath became the association's secretary.
In this function Neurath was interested in translating the mechanisms of a war economy into peacetime, allotting limited materials methodically. He also sought to foster cooperation which had grown in informal settlements among members. Between 1919 and 1921, Neurath and Hans Kampffmeyer, who had been active in the German Garden City movement, structured the organization of the Austrian Settlement and Allotment Garden Association accordingly and planned events and rallies for financial support by the municipality. Although the elected Social-Democratic government was sympathetic to settlers' needs from the beginning and made arrangements for initial support, tangible economic and political commitments resulted from a demonstration in April 1921, when settlers voiced their concerns to the city. On banners they wrote, 'What you give to the settlement, you will save in unemployment support', and 'Give us land, wood and stone and we will make bread from it!' (Neurath 1923: 15).
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The latter demand, for food, was still a major concern of the municipality, which had been unable to supply produce and dairy products for the Viennese population, since the loss of the crownlands. The architect Adolf Loos, who had been active in the settlement movement as early as 1918, recognized this problem as having potential for providing a way out of settlers' predicament. In support of the rally, on April 3, 1921, he wrote an article in Neue Freie Presse entitled 'Der Tag der Sielder' (The Day of the Settlers), arguing that settlers could enable substantial distribution of produce within the city and for the general population. With nationalistic and nostalgic sentiment, Loos lamented the fact that the Austro-Hungarian Empire's famous cuisine was impossible to maintain in the First Republic.
A nation's nourishment is determined by the foodstuffs that the cultivated land supplies. Only today do we become aware that [the Austrian] cuisine was possible, because an amalgamation of states [Staatengebilde] called Austro-Hungarian monarchy endured for centuries. Nature had equipped the non-German countries in a wasteful manner; wide plains, black soil, blazing sun. Everything that once nourished us, we have lost. (Loos, 1921: 10) But Loos had a solution to the problem and it involved adaptation; ' all things that have belonged to the iron stock of Viennese cuisine for centuries must be replaced by local foodstuffs'. 28 The settlement, Loos claimed, was the solution; it would not only save the people, it would also save the state.
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On the same day, the Vienna city council passed legislation that had long been favored by the Social-Democrats to provide an extensive building fund to the settlements. Mayor Jakob Reumann personally spoke to settlers in front of the town hall, assuring them of his full support. He granted the construction of additional settlements, quick expropriation proceedings, distribution of necessary building materials through the cooperatively owned Gemeinwirtschaftliche Siedlungs-und Baustoffanstalt, or GESIBA (Cooperative Settlement and Building Material Association), and a supply of machines and tools. In addition, the legislation envisioned the creation of certain municipal entities, including the city's Bodenstelle, which administered the redistribution of land and the expropriation of owners of large estates on whose land the settlers had squatted. Furthermore, a building bureau was established and a Warentreuhand, an office that designed, fabricated, and sold furniture to club members at reduced prices. Margarete Lihotzky, at that time a recent architecture graduate, worked for the Warentreuhand and for the Siedlungsamt (settlement office) where Max Ermers was director and Adolf Loos chief architect. 30 Loos designed schematic master plans for modern settlements with row house typologies and long strips of back gardens (approximately 7 x 40 m). Many prominent architects such as Lihotzky, Josef Frank, Franz Schuster, Karl Schartelmüller, and others contributed to the architectural design of individual settlements. Thus, settlements were a strategy to remedy shortages of both food and housing.
In constructing homes, settlers were not only inhabitants but builders. In the tradition of self-reliance, they created their own homes by contributing 2,000 to 3,000 hours of labor to the construction of each new community. Once a settlement was completed, each family obtained a share of the communal infrastructure and was granted a house according to its size. To avoid costly alternatives in the construction process, settlers capitalized on readily available materials and simple building techniques, privileging more labor-intensive practices -for example, firing brick with material excavated from foundations. Throughout construction, settlers also maintained their individual gardens, which provided food not only for them but for the city as well; in 1923, settlers and allotment gardeners covered Vienna's entire demand for produce (Neurath 1923: 9) .
To restore national pride and prosperity, the municipality exhibited settlers' and allotment gardeners' achievements to the Viennese public. While settlers and allotment gardeners had showcased their homes and products for years at local housing exhibitions and produce fairs, in 1923 their promotional efforts culminated in the large Viennese 'Kleingarten-Siedlungs-und Wohnbauausstellung' (Small Garden, Settlement and Housing Exposition). The exhibition featured hundreds of exhibits of produce, dairy products, small animals and flowers in the arcades of Vienna's town hall. According to Österreichische Städ-tezeitung (Austrian City Newspaper), which covered the preparations for the exhibition in the 'Die Vorbereitung der Kleingarten-Siedlungs-und Wohnbauausstellung' in early September, the highlights of the exposition were two small garden huts, three settlement houses, and a larger country home called Burgenlandtype, which was located on the town hall's main square.
31 Burgenlandtype featured a garden with a fully operating irrigation system (Ermers 1923: 24) . All buildings were planned by the settlement office and had standardized windows, doors, and staircases. With the exception of one small hut and the Burgenlandtype, Margarete Lihotzky had designed them personally (Schütte-Lihotzky, Noever, and Allmayer-Beck 1996: 27).
Her three exhibited settlement homes, titled corehouses 'Type 4', 'Type 7', and 'Type 52', however, had a specific feature. As types, they all adhered to a similar modular construction system that could be expanded over time and built outward from a small ' core'. The process of enlargement worked like this: In the first phase, a minimal Siedlerhütte (settler hut) was constructed, which consisted of a Wohnküche (live-in kitchen) and a small bedroom on the second floor; in the second phase a stable was added; in the third, the bedroom on top was enlarged; in phase four, two rooms were added; and in the fifth stage a Kochnische (cooking-niche) and Spülküche (scullery) extended the house to the garden. Thus, houses could grow over time whenever the settler family was able to afford adding on to the central core. This expandable core model represented a novel degree of adaptability and flexibility in settlement designs. Because Type 7 was exhibited as fully furnished, with the Warentreuhand's Typen-Möbel (type furniture) such as standardized chairs and tables, of all the core-houses this one attracted special attention (Figure 4) . The main feature of the interior design, however, were the two kitchens inside core-house Type 7.
The heart of the undeveloped core-house Type 7, built on 45 m 2 and on two floors, was the live-in kitchen (Figure 5) . Its walls were made of hollow brick that could be fired on site or made with waste products, such as coke.
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While the formal language of the live-in kitchen was folkloristic, its main elements were articulated in brick and wood, which were readily available at the settlers' cooperative construction supplier GESIBA. The kitchen had running water from a sink located on the left of the room's main feature, the stove complex. Beneath the faucet was a watering pot as well, since running water would not have existed in the adjacent garden in a settlement. The stove complex consisted of a Sparherd, an energy-saving cooker, fueled by firewood. It had two separate doors, one for firewood and one, below, for its ashes. In a cavity right under the stove, firewood could be stored. Above was a cooker hood made out of wood and cloth that contained condensation. The most important cooking utensils could be stored above the main cooking block and below the cooker hood. Next to the stove was a ' cooling counter' where pots could be placed to chill. Next to the cooling counter was a hay box. There pots could be placed if they had to be kept warm. Hay box, cooling counter and stove made up the three-part stove complex that enabled the cooking of food, saving costly materials. The living area of the kitchen also offered comforts. A bench could be converted into a bed at night and furniture could easily be shifted when more space was needed. With a tiny adjacent bedroom and an extra bed for a small child in the master bedroom upstairs, core-house Type 7, even at its most rudimentary stage, could accommodate a family of six or seven people if necessary. This was a true maximization of space. And yet behind the curtain of the live-in kitchen lay the future: a larger house with a new kitchen, with a cooking-niche and a fully prefabricated scullery (Figure 6) .
The cooking-niche had fourteen fixed elements. They were rationally organized and stood in direct relationship to one another. In addition to the stove, the cooling counter and the hay box, which remained in the live-in kitchen, the niche had a laundry stove, a preparation table, a washing trough, a box for collecting kitchen wastes for the animals or compost, a dish draining board, a drawer for special utensils, a sink, another hay box with additional drawers, a water conduit with swivel tap, ten running metres of shelves for kitchen equipments, and even a tub. All elements were poured in one concrete block. The floor was cast in concrete as well. Cleaning was easy (Lihotzky 1922: 2) . Through an outlet in the floor the water could be drained when washing up or taking a messy bath. There were no longer any furniture feet that would make sweeping laborious. Kitchen furniture was in effect eliminated (2).
There were little tricks as well. The dish draining board could be put in an inclined position so that dishes would dry more quickly. When completely folded out, it could function as a small table for food preparation. Similarly the laundry stove, could also be converted into counter space, when its kettle was covered with a plane wooden lid. On the bottom, the laundry stove had an outlet that dispensed hot water to fill a bucket for the tub. The tub in the kitchen was not ideal, but it was assumed that the funds and the space for a separate bathtub and an oven to heat it were not available to the settler. A collective bathhouse was anticipated. If it were built, the space of the tub could be utilized as a cooling device or additional cupboard space (Lihotzky 1922: 1) . 33 But first, the tub, shaped in proportion to the human body, allowed the occupant to save 120 litres of water compared to a regular tub. In addition to water, it saved heat energy, hence time and labor. If laundry was done in the tub, a washing trough decreased the depth of the tub. To hang the laundry it was just one additional step to the outside and to the garden. As early as 1922, Lihotzky registered the cooking and washing niche with Vienna's Kammer für Handel, Gewerbe und Industrie (Chamber for Trade, Business and Industry), and it stood in a long line of devices she developed over the years (KHGIW, 1922: 1) . While a kitchen she designed for workers' housing in France early in 1920 was formally and aesthetically traditional, Lihotzky began to rationalize the layout of the kitchen in a design for a row house with three floors in Austria later the same year. She also invented simple architectural features that made up for technologies that were lacking, such as a 'natural refrigerator', a container for eggs that had a direct exposure to the cold outside. In 1921, she further developed an almost-completed cooking-niche for Loos's model settlement at Heuberg. However, the cookingniche exhibited in core-house Type 7 represented a yet unprecedented comprehensive solution to the multiple tasks of preparing food and washing dishes, laundry, and even bathing children.
Already in 1922 its design caught professional attention at a smaller settlement exhibition where the cookingniche and the scullery were showcased. The chief of Austria's Siedlungs-Wohnungs-und Baugilde (Settlement, Housing, and Construction Guild), George Karau, praised the design for its spatial rationality and the alleviations it would bring to women cleaning the kitchen. 'This very attractive space', he wrote, 'will serve to prepare meals for large families and corresponds, through the considerate selection of advancements, to the novel cooking habits of the housewife' (Karau 1922: 1 (Frederick 1916; Frederick and Witte, 1922) .
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Witte wrote to Lihotzky:
I have worked through your plans meticulously and regard them as a critical step in the direction of practical household rationalization. The single laws that the science of home management has given us, such as time and motion efficiency [Ersparnis] and material economy […] , are adhered to in best manner in your cooking-niche and the scullery facility. I hope that your plans can be extensively used and realized, because they would be able to alleviate somewhat the housing shortage we are facing almost everywhere in the world today. (Witte 1923: 1) 36 A year later, at the housing exhibition of 1923, Lihotzky's professional success also gained public acknowledgment. More than a quarter million people came to see the new kitchen at the exhibition. The relaunched periodical Siedler und Kleingärtner (Settler and Small Gardener) -a continuation of the allotment gardeners' publication Mitteilungen -featured the rubric 'Core-Houses' throughout the May and June of 1923. Plans and axonometric projections were published, core-house kitchens were shown in three large, detailed sketches, and advertisements illustrated core-house architecture and its financing scheme (Figure 7) .
The response to the exhibition from the Austrian press was positive, and in most articles Lihotzky's core-houses were featured prominently. 'For weeks we have been awaiting the opening of the exhibition to see what a corehouse looks like', said an article in the workers' newspaper Arbeiterzeitung on September 2 'Die Gartenstadt im Rathaus' (The Garden-City at the Town Hall). 37 Then it specifically mentioned core-house Type 7: 'The house is equipped with very beautiful furniture and built-in closets' (7). The newspaper Österreichische Städtezeitung wrote that '[in the closets] preserving jars and stocks of all kinds The connection between the design of core-houses and the Viennese problems of scarcity and general dwelling conditions was most clearly drawn in the British newspaper The Manchester Guardian, which was one of the few foreign voices that covered the exhibition. 'The [livein] kitchen is the largest and most important room', the reporter Francesca Wilson wrote, adding, 'for heating is a problem to the poverty stricken Austrian, and the kitchen, where firing is essential, makes the most convenient sitting-room' (Wilson 1923: 6) . All the rough work, she stated, was relegated to the cooking-niche and scullery, which was ' amazingly convenient' to work in (6). 'The great advantage the Austrian Garden City movement has over similar movements in other countries', she wrote, 'is that the houses are being built by the people themselves for themselves, and not by contractors, whose first object is money. That is the reason why the convenience and comfort of the settlers is the first consideration, inside the house as well as outside' (6).
In July of 1923 Otto Neurath had similarly attested, in Österreichische Städtezeitung, that core-houses embodied the possibility of alleviating housing shortages even in the state of emergency through large-scale cooperative organization. In 'Kernhausaktion der Gemeinde Wien' (Corehouse campaign of the Viennese Municipality) he wrote, 'In these severe times of crisis [core-houses] allow for the construction of small dwellings to continue according to plan. A series of construction cooperatives, whose building projects could not be continued, have already begun the construction of core-houses instead ' (8) . 40 He even argued that, integrated into large overarching organizations, the individual community of settlers was now able to leave behind its petty bourgeois heritage and become part of the workers movement. The production of corehouses, managed by the Austrian Settlement and Allotment Garden Association and GESIBA, was an example of what could be achieved by communal economy and cooperation, and the building of settlements facilitated the process of creating a common conscious.
The director of the settlements office, Max Ermers, on the other hand, saw in core-houses, and their cooking-niches in particular, another potential more closely constructed along capitalist lines. In 1924, he wrote, 41 'A piece of America finds its way into Vienna.
[…] On the other side of the ocean it is self-evident to translate the economic results of the Taylor-research […] to the domestic economy and its necessary precondition, the construction of homes' (Ermers 1924: 4) . Household technology in the prefabricated kitchen, he argued, which saved time, even enabled settlers to reserve hours for activities in the garden (4).
Nonetheless, the core-houses did not become a commercial success. While Schütte-Lihotzky had paid great attention to saving time, labor and materials, and the live-in kitchen embodied the spirit of flexibility, the fully prefabricated cooking-niche was not only formally alien to the settlers' environment -a novelty that may have contributed to the hype among professionals -but it was also conceived and produced by wholly different means. Although GESIBA advertised that it could prefabricate core-houses and their kitchens, having to pay for them in cash was difficult for settlers. Accustomed to paying for houses by putting in their own labor time and using appliances that allowed them maximum flexibility, settlers simply could not be persuaded to make such a large, static purchase. In fact, Loos had often insisted that it was ' completely wrong to have an architect design furniture for the settler'. 'The family could always grow', he argued (Loos 1926: 197) . 42 Lihotzky herself added another reason why the prefabricated kitchen in particular was unsuitable for settlers: 'Although this form of living had succeeded in many other countries, our housewives could not become acquainted with preparing food in a space separate space from that of the stove. All tasks, even washing dishes, would eventually be completed in the living room. The cooking-niche became a waste space' (Uhlig 1981: 28). In the end, fewer than two hundred core-houses were sold (Kampffmeyer, 1926: 35) . Prefabrication did not yet pay off. This was about to change.
The Kitchen of the 'New Frankfurt', 1926-1930
Settlements in Frankfurt were different from those in Vienna. Although Frankfurt was also faced with grave housing shortages that were aggravated in Germany by postwar migration from the occupied Alsace territories, the city's large building program began in the middle of the 1920s at a time of economic boom. In extent the building program put forward in Frankfurt was similar to the large communal housing projects undertaken in Vienna, but, unlike in Vienna, the dominant typology in Frankfurt became settlements. 44 When the progressive mayor, Ludwig Landmann, who had been calling for the foundation of a settlement office since 1917, was elected in 1924, he immediately began to assemble a team of nationally and internationally acclaimed architects to tackle the housing problem on a large scale (Schütte-Lihotzky, Noever, and Allmayer-Beck 1996: 71). In 1925, Ernst May became chief of Frankfurt's Hochbauamt (central building authority), conducting a comprehensive city development plan that proposed a series of Trabantenstädte, relatively autonomous satellite cities outside the main centre. From 1926 to 1930, with a team of forty employees, May designed and administered approximately 10,000 apartment units as garden cities or 'settlements'. Most of them conformed to a row house typology with flower gardens.
To implement projects on such a scale, May and his employees developed prefabricated and standardized elements of an unprecedented character. Compared to Vienna, where prefabrication had only meant the use of standardized wooden beams, doors, and windows, in Frankfurt prefabrication incorporated reinforced concrete beams, walls, and even entire dwelling units. They were lifted and shifted with cranes and other modern construction equipment, and assembled by salaried workers. Mounting procedures were standardized as well (20). When she joined May's team in 1926, Lihotzky's tasks in Frankfurt involved the standardization of many components for buildings and apartments as well. But her first assignment was to perfect the kitchen.
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Kitchens for 'the New Frankfurt' home consisted of a fixed set of seventeen items that were strikingly similar to the list of Vienna: stove, cooling counter, hay box, fold-out ironing board, food cupboard, swivel chair, table, waste bin, dish draining board, sink, food stock drawers, pot cupboard, broom cabinet, radiator, fold-out cooling counter, glazed dish cupboard, and plate frame. The first three items, the stove, the cooling counter and the hay box, were again grouped together as stove complex and located on the opposite side of the long main working space, the wet complex. The arrangement was directly copied from Vienna's core-house live-in kitchen: The cooling counter even had the same two drawers. Because the Frankfurt Kitchen operated with gas, the former stove's firewood and ash drawers were now converted into an oven and an additional space for storage below. The third element, the hay box, was rotated, with its shorter side now facing the cook (Figure 8) . A crucial element of the main working block and wet complex was the sink, with its draining board for dishes. The workspace was arranged perpendicularly with two main parts adjoining in a ninetydegree angle, which Schütte-Lihotzky had already conceived in drawings in Vienna. Her space-saving tricks of additional fold-out work spaces also functioned in Frankfurt in 1926, as they had in Austria in 1922.
But there were some new elements in the Frankfurt Kitchen that had not existed before: the fold-out ironing board, the suspended dish rack and most notably the food stock drawers, which Schütte-Lihotzky had developed with the German aluminum company Harrer. The sink, faucets and pot cupboard were also made in cooperation with companies and could be serially manufactured (Schütte-Lihotzky, Noever, and Allmayer-Beck 1996: 20) . 46 Importantly, Schütte-Lihotzky also responded to technological changes and reacted to them in the Frankfurt designs. She included a radiator and a gas stove, which meant no more cooking with firewood. Gone was the kettle, which had heated water in the cooking-niche, as well as the bathtub, which had been the most bulky element in Vienna's cooking-niche. A bathtub filled by hot water from the sink was now located in the adjacent room. These were not small changes; in fact, these amenities stood at the core of the designs for New Frankfurt. They were part of an extensive central municipal undertaking to rationalize housing built into a smooth infrastructural system. This system included the production of architecture through factories planned by May and his team to distribute not only materials, but also everyday amenities such as electricity and central heating (Gantner 1931) . Nonetheless, the Frankfurt Kitchen was not a 'modern' kitchen from today's point of view. First, it still lacked a refrigerator. In the absence of a totally dry or cool space, a special drawer was coated with tannic acid to ensure the storage of flour in large quantities. The cooker hood, which did not operate electrically, also incorporated a creative solution to a yet unresolved problem of ventilation: the insertion of a little tube as a direct conduit to the outside. Finally, because electrical fly-traps were still too expensive, the Frankfurt Kitchen was painted in a special blue, which, according to studies, was a color that deterred flies (Schütte-Lihotzky and Noever 1992: 10).
In 1927, three versions of the Frankfurt Kitchen were shown at 'The New Dwelling and Its Interior Design', one of the city's largest exhibitions. One version was designed for a 'minimum dwelling', and two others for a household with one or two maids. Although the most luxurious version, for two maids, was never realized under the auspices of New Frankfurt, its conception indicated that these kitchens served an audience that could afford servants and was thus quite different from inhabitants in Viennese settlements, many of whom had been unemployed and poor. In addition, in the more prosperous years of Weimar Germany the considerations for scarce resources waned.
The public once again received Schütte-Lihotzky's kitchen favorably. Her designs were published in Schlesisches Heim and Das Neue Frankfurt, and newspapers and daily magazines in France and England also covered the Frankfurt Kitchen. In fact, when France's minister for housing learned of it, he wanted to commission 260,000 of its kind (Schütte-Lihotzky and Noever 1992: 6) . That same year, the Frankfurt Kitchen began to travel; as a show piece inside a prefabricated 'slab building', it was constructed for one of the most famous exhibitions of modern architecture, the 1927 Weißenhof model 'settlement' at Stuttgart. Schütte-Lihotzky accompanied it and oversaw construction at the exhibition (78).
Commercially, the kitchen was a success as well. Serially produced and standardized, it came with many of New Frankfurt's apartments. However, Frankfurt's inhabitants and users in part resisted the Kitchen. Accustomed to working and living in the same space, they tried to fit their chairs and family dinner tables into the Frankfurt Kitchen, just as the Viennese had used the cooking-niche for storage and continued to utilize the living room for cooking (Hessler 2009: 176) . But in Frankfurt, inhabitants were out of luck; the rationalized Kitchen no longer allowed space for such unforeseen activity (Schütte-Lihotzky and Noever 1992: 15) .
'How can we translate to housework the principles of labor-saving, economical business management, whose implementation has led to unexpected increase and productivity? ' Lihotzky had asked in 1925 (15) . Along the lines of standardization, prefabrication and mechanization, the Frankfurt Kitchen, that 'laboratory for housework', was the answer to her question, and indeed it had perfected spatial tricks, to maximize the use of the home's centre. All of its elements had gone through countless iterations, making the Kitchen a masterpiece of flexibility. Yet an important variable -people -had been increasingly left out of the Frankfurt equation. Omitted from consideration were the whims, idiosyncrasies, and desires of people to always restructure, re-envision and reinvent their homes according to their own tastes and needs, even if only by adding small, new, and flexible technologies. When such needs were best served by simple wartime appliances (such as the hay-box), which were translated into the design of Vienna's live-in kitchen, Vienna's cooking-niche responded little to such strategies. In Frankfurt, however, which represented the perfection of the arrangement of adaptable household appliances, such flexibility had become an impossibility.
Conclusion
Manfredo Tafuri was right -funding for settlements was cut in Vienna in 1925 when the municipality introduced the communal dwelling, the Höfe, as its favored typology. According to politicians, settlements were unsuitable for the creation of mass housing. They were not dense enough and they required comparatively large amounts of space and infrastructure for accommodating only a modest amount of people. In contrast to Frankfurt, therefore, settlements officially failed in Vienna as a political model to combat housing shortages on a large scale.
Yet, from a theoretical point of view, settlements in Vienna provided a wholly new model of organizing and producing housing for the public. In fact, the settlement model found its way into the architecture of the Höfe as well. Clubhouses, co-operative supermarkets, and facilities for legal consultation, which were featured in almost every settlement club, were introduced to the Viennese dwellings, and communal entities such as laundries, libraries, and health advice on buildings were distributed throughout the entire city. By capitalizing on simple building procedures, settlements had also prefigured a central trope of the larger construction undertakings in Red Vienna, which would use scarcely any prefabrication and predominantly featured brick rather than reinforced concrete.
Settlements were, however, produced in a more radical manner than the Höfe. Made with waste materials, from components fabricated locally and manually on site, or provided with building elements by the cooperatively owned GESIBA, they stood in even greater contrast to New Frankfurt, where dwellings were produced in cooperation with the construction industry and where, despite partially left-wing agendas, architecture was manufactured along capitalist lines.
Asked to compare her work in Vienna and Frankfurt in an interview in 1980, Schütte-Lihotzky also stressed that production processes were quite different. She attributed the difference to the specific condition of scarcity during the war, which had partially been translated into peacetime. She said, 'Vienna began its housing policy as early as 1919-20, at a time of severe economic depression in which there did not exist a developed building industry in the aftermath of the war. Frankfurt had begun it in 1926, at a time of booming business activity' (Uhlig 1981: 33) . 47 She explained further:
In Vienna the goal was to provide, as quickly as possible, a humane roof over the heads of the poor. In Frankfurt, the task was to set an example for modern living with the most progressive means of contemporary technology, because a modern building industry had emerged there, including all necessary experiments. Building in Vienna was more primitive; therefore, solely live-in kitchens and cooking-niches and no bathrooms, but public baths in each block, central laundries, but no central heating. There were club libraries and meeting rooms to enable a social life, something which could not even be discussed in Frankfurt at all. The average inhabitant of the Frankfurt settlements wanted to be distinguished from the neighbor, wanted to lead an individualist life without discussing common problems, without the wish to build cultural and a better life for all together. (34) 48 Apart from a largely individualist way of life that distinguished the inhabitants of Frankfurt from the Viennese, according to Schütte-Lihotzky, economic backgrounds were also distinct. The Viennese housing subsidy, largely financed by extensive taxation, made all the difference (33). Tax revenues made it possible to finance dwellings for the poor with good amenities on a vast scale. The situation was much different in Frankfurt, where the tax burden was placed on the lower class, which the building program was supposed to target in the first place. 'A worker, even a trained one, could not afford [the apartments]' (33), said Schütte-Lihotzky:
Only from the factory foreman, the white-collar worker and the intellectual upwards were such rents manageable.
[…] Thus a condition emerged in which the ones who carried the main part of the housing taxation did not even get to live in those apartments. For all of these reasons even the points of departure for the housing projects in the '20s of Vienna and Frankfurt were completely different. (33) 49 Thus, while Frankfurt's housing policies de facto excluded the people for whom affordable housing had been initially intended, the social organization of the production of architecture in Vienna ensured its success. As Schütte-Lihotzky explained, 'Housing in Vienna was first born out of a movement from below, which became the motor for a common social life for years to come. In Frankfurt, by contrast, it was an elite of progressive-liberal politicians' (34).
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A new form of organizing the production of architecture had come into being through self-help and cooperation, as an immediate response to the postwar state of emergency. Settling was therefore not simply a workingclass response to the conditions of scarcity, but a process by which formerly petty bourgeois groups of people were united around joint interests, creating a common consciousness, as Neurath had envisioned. With its cooperative supermarkets, kindergartens, and building companies, and imbedded in large organizational complexes such as housing unions and multiple levels of representation, the settlement movement even surpassed countercapitalist strategies of the nineteenth century constructed along class lines and moved into the realm of the early twentieth century. 51 In an embryonic version, it created through cooperation, if only for a short historical moment of crisis, a society in constant negotiation, not defined solely by class, but reliant on common interests and communal goals. 52 Tafuri, who focused on the communal dwellings, the Höfe, dismissed the radicalism of settlements because they had failed in practical politics in Vienna and because their construction was discontinued after the specific moment of crisis. Yet this discontinuation had less to do with either their actually feasibility or their failure, but more with a Social-Democratic government, which despite far-left views wanted to maintain full control over its vast building program.
Although I have suggested in this paper that there existed many parallels, continuities, and relationships between Vienna and Frankfurt, the two cities could not have been more different in terms of their building programs' production. Vienna became the embodiment of a 'slow' version of modern architecture achieved by local materials and through cooperation, while Frankfurt represented a core, high-tech modernism that perfected industrial production in the domestic realm on a large scale. In Schütte-Lihotzky's kitchens, in a rudimentary state, the worlds of Vienna and Frankfurt collided as well. But in times of prosperity, while Frankfurt characterized the century to come, Vienna fought a losing battle.
In this essay, therefore, Vienna and Frankfurt were not places between which Lihotzky moved in 1925, but architectural paradigms that already encountered each other in 1923 -in the ambiguous zone between the simple live-in kitchen and the first prefabricated cooking-niche. Despite its manifold connecting vectors, this zone marked a great divide. On one side stood a modernism that encouraged messy participation, while the other drew on prefabrication. The former privileged the garden over the dwelling, small, flexible technologies over mass production, and, of course, cooperation over prefabrication. They were deeply related yet contrary worlds. The line between them ran along a curtain in core-house Type 7. The German 'Siedlungen' in Frankfurt are translated as Garden Cities, to avoid confusion between them and Austrian settlements. Although the German example is more famous and is often translated as 'settlement', this paper retains the word 'settlement' for the Austrian 'Siedlungen', since they were actually based on the process of settling -seeking out land, occupying it (in many cases unlawfully), and obtaining it through legal procedures. In addition, in Germany, the word 'Gartenstadt' (garden city) was used interchangeably for 'Siedlung' by the Deutsche Gartenstadt Gesellschaft (German Garden City Movement). 7 Urban stresses the antithetical nature of the allotment garden movement and modern city planning in Berlin. 8 This relates in particular to Carlo Ginzburg's understanding of a micro-history, his notion of clues, and the Morellian method outlined in 'Clues: Roots of an Evidential Paradigm ' (1989) . Ginzburg argues that the Morellian method allowed the pinpointing of the distinctive characteristics of individual painters 'on the fringes', in details that were not taught in a specific school of art. These 'clues' served the trained art historian as evidence to distinguish one painter from the other. Trained by Heinrich Tessenow at the k.k. Kunstgewerbeschule (today the University of Applied Arts), Schütte-Lihotzky, with her famous time studies, embodied much of 'a modern school of art' that she became familiar with early on. In looking at each single element of her kitchens -whose inner workings have largely been overlooked -I seek to outline Schütte-Lihotzky's unique achievements in combating much larger historical conditions of scarcity and material shortage. 9 In the section 'Una polemica: Siedlung contro Hof', Tafuri dismisses an in-depth discussion of settlements, arguing that in realpolitik the Höfe typology won over the less dense settlement typology in 1923 and became the predominant housing typology in Red Vienna: 'Ma la concentrazione di masse notevoli di popolazione in complessi attrezzati, la cui parte costruita corrisponda a meno del 50% della superficie del lotto, risulta vincente, dal 1923 circa in poi, sulla base di argomentazioni relative alle economie di scala permesse dal superblocco, sia a livello edilizio che a livello urbanistico' (Tafuri et al. 1980: 26-27 ). 10 Tafuri writes, 'Come hanno osservato Bobek e Lichtenberger, la piccola borghesia e vasti ceti popolari, agendo al di fuori dell'iniziativa comunale, invadono in modo disorganizzato gli spazi periferici, con casette unifamiliari casualmente insediate, al di fuori di ogni struttura complessiva e di una adeguata struttura di servici. "Vienna rossa" rivela così nuove aporie. Da un lato i monumenti proletari, gli Höfe, localizzati ai margini del nucleo urbano; dall'altro il proliferare incontrollato di Siedlungen realizzate dagli stessi ceti cui si indirizza la politica residenziale del comune. 
Notes

